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TRADE OFFICES — SOUTH-EAST ASIA 
Motion 

HON NIGEL HALLETT (South West) [11.30 am] — without notice: I move — 

That this Council —  

(a) commends the state government, and in particular our Premier, Colin Barnett, on his 
decision to retain the Jakarta Trade Office;  

(b) recognises the importance of trade offices to small business and the 
Western Australian economy; and  

(c) encourages the state government to continue to reinforce our strong bilateral 
partnerships in south-east Asia and recognise the importance of this rapidly growing 
market for Western Australia. 

I would like to take this opportunity to commend the government, and in particular the Premier, Colin Barnett, 
on the recent decision to retain the very important Jakarta trade office. As many are aware, Hon Brian Ellis, 
Hon Phil Edman, Phil Turtle the WA chair of the Indonesian Business Council, and I travelled to Indonesia last 
November to gather information for the Premier on the importance of the office to both the WA government and 
its economy. Within weeks of gathering that information the Premier announced that the WA trade office in its 
present form would remain open in Jakarta and that it would adopt a new office model to grow and diversify the 
relationship between the two. Trade, education and so on with Indonesia is extremely competitive. Victoria 
announced its intentions in Indonesia by the setting up of a state-of-the-art office and employing 14 staff. Those 
14 staff are working extremely hard to attract business, education or whatever to that state.  

The changes announced by the Premier include appointing a regional director. Tourism, agriculture and 
education are also being looked at. I would also like to congratulate the new trade regional director, 
Chris Barnes, who has taken on a very important job. He is an experienced business executive and has worked in 
senior roles across government and the private sector. The focus of his role will be on strategic engagement with 
Indonesia.  

I would also like to acknowledge that more recently the Premier, along with Hon Brian Ellis and 
Hon Phil Edman, despite all the chaos in the air, travelled to Indonesia for the twenty-fifth anniversary of the 
office and met with trade and office staff. This visit to the office was part of the Premier’s first official visit to 
Indonesia and was instrumental in helping to restore the confidence and the two-way trade between WA and 
Indonesia, which in 2014–15 was valued in excess of $3 billion. It was very pleasing to receive a daily update of 
that trip, because I was unable to go, from the two men who sit beside me in this chamber on how the week 
went. There was a series of meetings with a host of different companies and the Premier played a pivotal role in 
re-establishing a very strong business focus for Western Australia in Indonesia. Indonesian Business Council 
national vice president Phil Turtle stated publicly that the timing of the Premier’s recent trip to Jakarta could not 
have been better. I must add that Phil is a Western Australian and has devoted an enormous amount of time to 
his role and in developing those business ties. The Premier’s visit demonstrates that the WA government not 
only values its trade with Indonesia but also is willing to invest and strengthen its ties with Indonesia.  

I now turn to the importance of the trade office. Retention of the trade office means that WA still operates 
11 international offices which offer a wealth of experience to customers and markets. The functions of the office 
are operations, marketing, capital, strategy and advice on incentives for regional Western Australia.  Some would 
argue that we have Austrade. Austrade charges heavily for its services; the trade office is free. If a person is in 
small business, often most of their capital and extended capital is tied up and they cannot afford to go to 
Austrade offices. I also point out that it is my opinion that trade offices need to be run out of the 
Department of the Premier and Cabinet and should have a single focus point and not have some of their work 
done in the Department of State Development and some in Premier and Cabinet.  

It would be far better if the trade offices were brought back under Premier and Cabinet so that they could be 
funded and have a single focus. Trade offices provide a bigger, better and faster way for Western Australian 
businesses to get into markets and their staff specialise in helping small single-minded investors. They are 
generally the first point of contact for people who seek to do business outside Western Australia, so they have a 
huge role to play. One I must comment on is the trade office in Japan, which has an outstanding trade 
commissioner in Craig Peacock. He has been down to Western Australia twice in the last 12 months and has 
done an outstanding job linking up trade in products such as black apple and avocados, fishery products such as 
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yabbies and oysters, and olive oil. That has all been a result of the outstanding work Craig has done. If we can 
get people like Craig in all our trade offices, Western Australian trade opportunities will increase significantly.  

The Indonesian capital, Jakarta, is now considered a megacity, with more than 12 million people. Two-way trade 
between our countries amounts to in excess of $3 billion. In 2014–15 the Indonesian economy grew by between 
five and six per cent. That will mean that by 2025 Indonesia will be the world’s tenth largest economy. 
Western Australia needs to be well equipped to seize trading opportunities. Our live cattle exports alone are 
worth some $61 million to the WA economy. As members will know, Indonesia is scarce in agricultural land and 
is heavily reliant on Western Australian grain. Indonesia’s grain growth alone is seven per cent a year. 
Therefore, Western Australia’s grain production is nowhere near keeping up with Indonesian demand. Trade 
offices are about connecting people and strengthening and building relations between countries. A strong focus 
on Indonesia will mean that Australia will have a global powerhouse as its immediate neighbour.  

A Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade report titled “Indonesia Country Strategy: Australia in the 
Asian Century: Towards 2025” states — 

Our overarching priority must be to put Indonesia on the radar for Australian businesses …  

Businesses and governments must also work together to better develop and share expertise on Indonesia 
among the business community. 

One clear strategy for achieving this goal will be to maintain and expand our network of WA government offices 
in Indonesia and in other parts of Asia. Support for enhanced trade between Indonesia and Australia is also being 
driven at the federal level with Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull’s recent visit aimed at restoring relations 
between Indonesia and Australia; a delegation of some 259 businesspeople and Australia’s Minister for Trade 
and Investment, Andrew Robb, due to visit Indonesia later this month; and a scheduled meeting in December of 
the defence and foreign ministers of the two countries. We are therefore making enormous steps forward to work 
very closely with our northern neighbour. It is also widely understood that exports and innovation are linked. 
Industry and governments that choose to export will often take advantage of innovation overseas and bring it 
back to Australia. With the assistance of government, I believe we are on the cusp of some very exciting times 
for Western Australian agriculture. New markets are opening up and there is a growing demand for our product. 
I have to say that in my entire time in agriculture, I have never seen such a positive outlook for agriculture. 

Australia’s recently completed free trade agreements with China, Japan and Korea—our three largest export 
markets—will also help local businesses and give consumers a greater variety of goods and services, and lower 
prices. Free trade will build investment opportunities and foster innovative partnerships. China, for example, has 
emerged as the fastest growing destination for Australian dairy and red meat exports. This is as a direct result of 
the westernisation of diets in emerging countries. Once again, we have had a very good trade commissioner in 
China who has worked extremely hard for Western Australia. 

In Japan, the growth in demand for healthy food is increasing. Japan has an ageing population, and a farming 
community that has a higher average age than that of the farming community in Australia, with very few people 
going into agriculture. The free trade agreement with Japan will accelerate the growth in Australian food exports 
and meet the growing demand for high-quality food that the Japanese will demand, and do demand now. 

The Western Australian government must continue to invest in education and research and development. If we 
want companies and agriculture to grow, we must stay ahead of technology. I must mention the latest investment 
of some $23 million by the WA government in Doppler radar. This state-of-the-art technology will provide the 
high-resolution data that will revolutionise many farming techniques and improve efficiency. We all know that 
our local Department of Agriculture and Food will benefit by some $108 million, with the Canadian and 
American returns estimated at up to $1 billion, which is a huge increase in returns for Western Australian 
agriculture. 

Food security is also a major challenge for us, but Western Australia is well positioned to play an increasing role 
in meeting this challenge. By 2050, the world will have to feed and clothe some 32 per cent more people than it 
does now. As a government, we must continue to invest in agriculture and education, and support those who 
want to study agricultural science at university or at the ag colleges at Cunderdin, Denmark, Esperance, Harvey, 
Morawa or Narrogin. Last Friday I was at Harvey’s WA College of Agriculture’s graduation ceremony. The 
students are all looking at very diverse career opportunities, all highly motivated and all a credit to the college 
that was recently built in our term of government. One of the first jobs of Hon Peter Collier as 
Minister for Education was to grant the funding for that college. It has been an outstanding success and now 
more students are enrolling than the school can take. That is a complete turnaround and a fantastic outcome. 
There are currently six vacant jobs for each agricultural science graduate. That is an amazing statistic when we 
stop and think about it. There are opportunities in consultancy, soil science, farm management, and 
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biotechnology. The average starting salary for these science jobs is now in the vicinity of $90 000 a year, with 
CSIRO and Elders remaining the top two hiring companies. 

The Australian brand is huge, and the free trade agreements with China, Japan and Korea will open up a range of 
new and exciting opportunities for Western Australian producers. Over the years, it has not been easy for 
Australian producers to compete on price, but the free trade agreements will help us to be competitive and will 
enable industry and government to work together to drive growth. I have to say that our product is very well 
received in the countries I have visited. We should be proud of what we are producing. We can do it better and 
we can do it bigger. 

As previously indicated, the rising concern about food safety and the rapidly growing demand for premium food 
and beverages will place Western Australian producers at the top of the tree. The free trade agreements and the 
personnel based on the ground at the trade centres such as those in Jakarta, China, Japan and Singapore will 
create the opportunities to which Western Australian producers will have access. It is an exciting period that we 
are going into, and the Western Australian state government must show strong leadership and support. That is 
vital as it will ensure that these local industries have a pathway to greater prosperity and will be better able to 
capitalise on the opportunities that will stem from the increases in global demand from the global population. 

HON BRIAN ELLIS (Agricultural) [11.46 am]: I want to thank Hon Nigel Hallett for bringing this motion to 
the house. As he said, it is just over 12 months since we heard the view that the WA trade office in Indonesia 
should be closed and that we should put a single representative into Austrade. At the time, I was surprised and 
shocked that we would actually do that when we had had representation there for more than 23 or 25 years—
whatever it is now. We had been the only state to have such an office for that length of time and we had built up 
relationships there; hence the campaign to retain the trade office. Hon Phil Edman, Hon Nigel Hallett and 
I probably gave the Premier a bit of a headache with our lobbying. To his credit—the sign of a good leader—he 
actually listened to us. 
Hon Kate Doust: Jeez, that would be a rarity in his case! 
Hon BRIAN ELLIS: Pardon? 
Hon Kate Doust: That would be a rarity for him, wouldn’t it? 
Hon BRIAN ELLIS: Hon Kate Doust does not know him. 
Hon Kate Doust: Thank God! 
Hon BRIAN ELLIS: We do, and he did listen to our argument. He not only retained the trade office, but also 
increased its size and doubled the staff. I thank the Premier, as Hon Phil Edman and I were fortunate to get an 
invitation to travel with him to Jakarta to attend the official opening of the expanded trade office. It was probably 
the first visit to Indonesia for quite a few years for the Premier—for a number of Premiers really. I think that as 
the Premier familiarised himself with trade in Indonesia, he found that we had possibly overlooked Indonesia 
because, in our rush to develop trade in China, we had been flying over Indonesia. It is to the Premier’s credit 
that he sat back and listened to us. We had a number of roundtable meetings with bankers, mining companies 
and people from the agriculture, tourism and education sectors. He listened to them and took on board what they 
said to us about the opportunities in those different sectors. I have to say that he was very well received. As 
Hon Nigel Hallett said, a number of different organisations, government bodies and Prime Ministers have 
travelled to Indonesia recently; I think suddenly Australia has woken up to the importance of the potential for us 
in Indonesia.  
It was mentioned that the Premier did not just fly in and spend one day in Indonesia; he spent three days there 
with a number of meetings, taking on board, as I said, everything that was mentioned to him. As I say, it is not 
easy to do business in Indonesia. One of the things we found on our first visit is that Indonesians prefer face-to-
face contact. The Premier was well received on our recent visit to Indonesia because he was actually there 
listening to what the Indonesians had to say. 

I have to say that in the past I think Australians have been a bit arrogant. At an Australia Indonesia Business 
Council dinner, an Indonesian businessman alongside me said to me, “Brian, we don’t measure the size of 
a country by its land mass. We talk about big countries by population.” That message sunk home to me, but it 
needs to sink home to some of the Australians who take a bit of an arrogant attitude when they cut off 
Indonesia’s food supply or when they protest about how the government in Indonesia is performing, how it deals 
with drug dealers and how it manages 17 000 islands. We just do not understand the problem of governing 
257 million people over that number of islands. The democratically elected Indonesian government also has to 
deal with a number of major religions as well as cultural differences. Indonesia has  had democratically elected 
governments only for the past 18 years, so I think we sometimes need to step back a bit and see the difficulties. 
Progress is being made and in the future Indonesia will be a world power in economic trade.  
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As I say, these are the times to develop relationships for the future of trade, particularly in agriculture. I think we 
have done agriculture fairly well, but we cannot be complacent about that. There are so many opportunities 
ahead, but we have missed out on some. We need to look at education and developing potential trade there. 
Victoria has beaten us a bit on that. Something like 4 000 Indonesian students travel to Victorian universities and 
Western Australia has about 700. Those students probably spend about $20 000 each on their degrees, so we are 
talking a lot of money. Also, 10 or 11 per cent of those students buy properties in the cities they study in, so 
there are those sorts of opportunities we have to work on. Tourism is another area in which I do not think we 
have understood what Indonesia wants. We have to start looking at some of the obstacles to Indonesians coming 
to Australia, such as visas—which is a federal matter—which they find very hard to get. We need to work on 
that as well. 

Getting onto the potential ahead, I want to touch on the recent Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource 
Economics and Sciences report entitled “What Indonesia wants: Analysis of Indonesia’s food demand to 2050”. 
It states that the real value of Indonesian agrifood imports is expected to rise more than 20 times from 2009 to 
2050. The value of agrifood consumption in Indonesia is projected to quadruple during the period and the real 
value of beef consumption is projected to rise more than 14 times. That is just some indication of what is 
happening there with a slightly wealthier middle class and demands for better products. Between 1990 and 2013, 
the total consumption of wheat, fruit and milk each increased by more than 200 per cent and meat consumption 
almost doubled. These are the sorts of potentials we are just starting to wake up to. Even though all these 
politicians and organisations are going to Indonesia, I, along with my colleagues, have a certain bias. We 
represent WA and I think WA is the closest neighbour to Indonesia. We should be in there first securing these 
potentials for ourselves before the other states have a chance to develop them. I do not think we can be 
complacent because there is competition not only from other states, but also, for example, from the Ukraine, 
which is moving in on our wheat market. As farmers, we need to be a bit concerned about that. We can sit back 
and say we are happy that Indonesia, in particular Indofoods, buys half of WA’s wheat—we are the largest 
exporter in Australia. It is all very nice to pat ourselves on the back, but we should not get complacent because 
plenty of other people are eyeing off Indonesia and we could be left behind unless we keep progressing the 
development of our relationships through these trade offices into the future. 

HON RICK MAZZA (Agricultural) [11.56 am]: I thank Hon Nigel Hallett for bringing this very important 
motion to the house, but I have to say that I am not entirely convinced about the first part of his motion. I think if 
it were not for the persistence of some of the backbenchers, the executive government and the Premier would 
have had the Jakarta trade office shut before last Christmas. However, it is good to see that the Jakarta office has 
been maintained and that relationships with Jakarta have continued. We talk a lot about new markets, but Jakarta 
is a market that we have had for a very long time. In fact, the cattle kings Michael and Patrick Durack drove 
3 000 cattle across the top end to Argyle Downs and then established markets out of Wyndham port to 
South Africa, the United States and predominantly Indonesia. Those markets have been established for a long 
time and it would have been a travesty to see the Jakarta office closed. 

Indonesia is obviously a very viable market for Australia, particularly Western Australia, and that relationship 
with Indonesia was severely damaged in 2011 when there was the suspension of the live export trade to 
Indonesia. I think we are still in a recovery phase with Indonesia on that particular issue and it may take some 
time to fully recover. The cattle industry particularly relies very, very heavily on that Indonesian trade market. 
When the market was suspended back in 2011, a lot of cattle producers were very severely affected by that ban, 
and a lot are still recovering. We had cattle that were ready to be shipped running out of food and all sorts of 
things, so it was not a terribly bright idea at the time. 

There has been a lot of excitement and commentary on free trade agreements throughout South-East Asia and 
more recently a transpacific agreement has started to open up. As Hon Brian Ellis pointed out, we cannot be 
arrogant about that. There are a lot of other countries that will also compete with Australia for those markets. 
There is livestock and cattle out of New Zealand, South America and the US; and there is grain out of 
Eastern Europe, where I believe they get two crops a year, so there is a good supply in those countries. Unless 
Western Australia is organised, promotes its business and its markets aggressively, and has a good strategy, a lot 
of those good opportunities for Australia, particularly Western Australia, will go begging. Doing business with 
a lot of those countries is very different culturally, and I think we may forget that at times. If we want to do 
business in Japan, Indonesia or Korea, we must respect that their ways of doing business and their culture are 
completely different from ours. If we go into those countries with an Australian business mindset, we will put 
them off straightaway. We need people on the ground in the form of trade commissioners who know the lie of 
the land, have contacts and understand the cultural nuances in doing business in those countries and who can put 
business people in contact with those opportunities and foster those relationships. I learnt that firsthand on a visit 
to Japan a couple of years ago when we met with the Trade Commissioner there, Craig Peacock. Craig was very 
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entrenched in the Japanese community and knew all the cultural differences we need to understand if we want to 
do business with Japan. It was invaluable having him there. I imagine that for a business person who goes to 
Japan, having the benefit of someone like Craig Peacock representing Western Australia and being able to put 
them in contact with different groups within Japan can make a big difference to their taking those opportunities. 
I thank Hon Nigel Hallett for bringing this motion to the house. I hope Western Australia will continue to expand 
trade commissions throughout South East Asia and that we can exploit those markets and see Australian 
products in those countries. 

HON PHIL EDMAN (South Metropolitan) [12.00 pm]: Before I start, I want to correct something 
Hon Kate Doust said about the Premier not listening. Yes, sometimes we have vicious debates, but we on this 
side can express ourselves and make our point of view. If we do not like what the government does, we can go 
off on our own and lobby but we do not get kicked out of the Liberal Party. It is little different for members 
opposite who hold hands, sing Kumbayah and sing their praises. 

Hon Kate Doust: I have never learnt the words to that song, comrade. 

Hon PHIL EDMAN: We can debate issues, and we do. I cannot say that at one point in time the debate about 
the Jakarta trade office did not get a bit heated; it did, and I was privy to that. But at the end of it, I was really 
happy that the Premier decided that we should not only keep the Jakarta trade office open, but also expand it. 
Much too my disbelief I got an invite—it was fantastic to be invited—to go to Jakarta with the 
Premier of Western Australia. 

Hon Helen Morton: He doesn’t hold any grudges. 
Hon PHIL EDMAN: He does not hold any grudges at all. That is the second time that I have been away with 
him. The other time was on a waste-to-energy study trip. I thought the technology would be a great thing for 
Western Australia. The Premier was very cold on it, but we went to Tokyo to look at the waste-to-energy plants 
and the Premier said, “Wow, these are excellent, Phil, we should have these in the state.” Hence the waste-to-
energy project in Kwinana is a level 2 Department of State Development project, so he does listen. 
I want to talk, not so much in the negative, but about where we stand with our produce in different countries. 
One night when Hon Brian Ellis and I were in Jakarta, I said, “Come on, Brian, let’s go and have something to 
eat and we’ll go and check out the beef they are serving in their restaurants.” We had a wine and ordered some 
Australian beef and some USA beef. I said to Hon Brian Ellis, “Give it a grade out of 10, Brian; forget about the 
wine; let’s eat the beef”, and I asked, “How do you rate the USA beef?” He sort of weighed it and tasted and 
checked out the texture and said, “Phil, I’ll give it a six out of 10.” I thought that was a bit high. But when we ate 
some of the Australian beef, we could not compare them. Brian gave it a 10 out of 10. We could not actually eat 
the Indonesian beef, so we could not rate it. It was so hard, it was like eating a shoe; we needed a chainsaw to cut 
it. We cannot compare Australian beef with USA beef or even Indonesian beef. We have an absolutely prized 
product. After our little restaurant experience, we decided to look at the supermarkets where people buy our 
Australian beef. It was very well advertised, in Indonesian, with the depiction of a cow eating in the paddock. It 
was very well marketed. However, there is a lot of room for improvement. 
I was very disappointed—I hope I do not get into trouble but, members know me; I cannot wait to shoot my 
mouth off—with our fruit and vegetables display. For example, the American carrots on the supermarket shelves 
were vacuum pressed, bearing sexy little labels and a little cartoon carrot on the front. The package was very 
appealing. Our carrots were wrapped in Gladwrap containing a barcode and stuck on a shelf. We could not 
compare the packaging. Although they were a bit cheaper than the American carrots, a lot of improvement is 
needed in the marketing. The other issue was the apples and oranges we saw there. This does not happen in our 
supermarkets, but it is what we are competing against overseas when the Americans go into these markets. The 
apples on display had a sort of protective packaging, almost like a little blanket on every individual apple, while 
our fruit and vegetables had a little sticker on them. That is done here, but if we are competing on that stage I see 
a lot of room for improvement. One thing Craig Peacock has done very successfully in Tokyo is market our 
Western Australian wine. He has done an exceptional job helping our vineyards get their product into Japan. 
I see the sale of wine as a huge opportunity for Chris Barnes, our Trade Commissioner in Jakarta—the poor guy 
has only just started—to promote in that market. I could find only two Western Australian wines in Indonesia. 
However, I believe one of the biggest problems for our wine in Indonesia is that it may sit on the wharf in the 
sun and the heat for a little while. For those who drink that wine, it would probably taste a bit corked or 
something like that. 
As Hon Brian Ellis suggested, Indofoods is incredible. More than 50 per cent of our wheat goes to one business. 
A ship leaves Kwinana once a week to go to Jakarta. As soon as the wheat is taken off the ship it is carted only 
200 metres to where it is converted into flour and pasta and then packaged. It looks like their import of that 
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product will increase by five per cent. CBH group has done a really good job with that and it is something we 
should be quite proud of and support. 

The last little issue that annoys me—I understand border protection and I do not want to get into that debate—is 
that of visas. It was not that long ago that I read in the news and thought: you beauty—I am going to Bali this 
Christmas, by the way, as long as I do not get stuck there due to a volcano or anything like that; otherwise, I like 
going to Bali at Christmas time — 
Hon Ken Travers interjected. 
Hon PHIL EDMAN: It is lovely to see Hon Ken Travers here, and that is a very nice pink shirt! 
Hon Ken Travers: I wore this for my friend Jimmy! 

Hon PHIL EDMAN: It is very good that the parliamentary secretary has that influence! 

I thought it was a bonus that we did not have to pay the $US35 to get into the country because the Indonesians 
were going to waive it. In fact, I think it has been waived for every country except for Australia. However, we 
have not made it any easier for Indonesians to come to our country. They should not need to fill in a 22-page 
document to declare how much money they have. It is almost to the point at which travellers have to say how 
many knives and forks are in their drawer before they are allowed to come to Australia. If we want to attract the 
middle class and the wealthy, a few changes should probably be looked at. I read in September that the 
Indonesian government said, “Oh, no; that’s it. We offered to waive the entry fees on 1 October”, but now we 
are paying it again. I think: good on them; so they should. It is time that matter was looked at and it was made 
a little easier for Indonesians to enter our country. They have relaxed the situation for other countries by waiving 
the entry fee. I understand the paranoia around that, but I do not want to get into that debate. But surely we can 
make their entry a bit easier than having to fill in a 22-page document to show how much money they have in 
their account and then having to wait more than six weeks before they are allowed a visa to enter Australia. 

With that, well done Hon Nigel Hallett for bringing on this motion; the debate has been great. I recommend that 
those who have not been to Indonesia—they have probably all been to Bali; who has not?—go to Jakarta. 

A member interjected. 

Hon PHIL EDMAN: The member has not been there? Okay. 

Hon Ken Travers: Some of us holiday in Western Australia. 

Hon PHIL EDMAN: Nobody here has been to Bali at all! They should get there first, but get out and have 
a look at Indonesia, and visit our trade offices; go to Japan and China—visit them all—because they will be very 
well received. Members of Parliament taking an interest in and visiting Indonesia make a big impact, especially 
if they follow through afterwards and not just say, “Thanks a lot, see you later”, because it is all about better 
relationships between our state and these different countries. Our government is definitely doing a fantastic job 
at that. 

HON MARK LEWIS (Mining and Pastoral) [12.10 pm]: I would also like to acknowledge Hon Nigel Hallett 
for bringing this motion and the other two members who have also been deeply engaged in the Jakarta trade 
office issue. From the outset, I too have had a bit of involvement way back in my other life around the Jakarta 
office and other offices like Kuala Lumpur, which we have closed. My discussions with the Premier were never, 
ever about whether the office would be closed; flat-out gone. The discussions were around the model and getting 
the model right that the office — 

Hon Darren West: Nonsense! 

Hon MARK LEWIS: I am talking about our discussions with him. I do not know whether Hon Darren West has 
some other information about our discussion, but it would be interesting to know if he has. 

It was around the model. As the other speakers have said, it is so dependent on the relationships and the people 
who run these offices. I was involved with Ag West International and we were concerned even back then, five or 
six years ago, about having the right model and the right people going into those offices who could then do and 
create the business. One cannot just pick a level 5 or 6 out of the Department of Agriculture and Food or the 
Department of State Development and send them to Indonesia and everything will be tickety-boo. It has taken 
a while for the thinking to get around to what the model should be. In my view we need people who are  
well-connected, speak the language, are commercially driven and have had experience in that world. That is the 
sort of package we have to come up with. I am pretty confident now that that is where we have landed. I am very 
confident going forward that that office will be an absolute bonus for Western Australia. 

As I said before, I have had contact with a range of Western Australian trade offices including China and 
Malaysia—when it was open. At that time Malaysia covered Singapore, Japan and the Middle East. For those 
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who have probably always gone to London, although it is an Agent General, it is not actually a trade office but it 
incorporates that role into the Agent General’s office there. I can tell members from my involvement with these 
trade offices over the years that they play a significant role. Even though we have places like the Australian 
Trade Commission, which also does a fantastic job, the Western Australian trade offices are concerned about our 
trade, not more broadly as is Austrade. It provides some serious trade intelligence, which is critical in any 
market. It is a very important role because in those countries where we have trade offices, it is acknowledged as 
a sign of respect that Western Australia thinks that they are important enough that it will place a trade office 
there. As other members have said, and I have alluded to, the people in these offices are critical. The networks 
and the commercial relationships that they have had previously are also very important. Other members have 
said that culture is something that we always need to think of. We need to look at things through their eyes. In 
a lot of instances they require government-to-government relationships. Unlike traditional markets in America or 
Europe, they do not give a toss about the government. However, markets in Asia and the Middle East require 
government-to-government relationships. That is why trade offices are so critical in cultures where they see 
government-to-government relationships as important. 

As the motion points out, the role of assisting small businesses often gets lost. We often talk about corporate 
companies going back and forth, but they tend to be able to paddle their own canoe. These trade offices shine 
when we want to connect our small businesses directly to their small businesses. The corporates can do what 
they do, but the critical bit is for our small businesses. That is the undervalued part of that in that it allows those 
mums and dads to negotiate and be directly involved with trade overseas. 

The third part of the motion states that we need to encourage the state government to continue to reinforce our 
strong bilateral partnerships and also encourage and recognise the importance of this rapidly growing market. 
When we travel around, it is obvious that agriculture is entering a decade of significant growth. As I have said 
here before, agriculture is the new iron ore. In places like China, the Premier and many ministers, including me, 
have seen that this juggernaut is not going to stop, particularly from a food perspective. We have heard about 
South-East Asia from other members. They talked about Indonesia, Japan, Korea and even Thailand. We have 
constant connections with those countries and there are constant delegations going up there. Guess what? Every 
one of those delegations that go up there are generally organised by the trade offices. We cannot get the farmers, 
who we need to get up there and connect and give them an insight into these markets, without these offices. 

In the Middle East, we have Mr Pankaj Savara. He has been organising a trip for Minister Baston. One of the key 
things that came out of that just the other day—the minister has just got back—is that they are out of water. It 
probably would not surprise members, but it means that they do not have the fodder and the animal rations for 
their dairies and their meat supply. The Minister for Agriculture and Food came back with glowing reports about 
the way that Pankaj operated and worked with locals, and the local governments, in the United Arab Emirates. It 
really cannot be done without that sort of local engagement. 

Recently, in terms of our agriculture, particularly in the north, we have now seen something like eight multi-
billionaires get involved in agriculture in the last year or so. 

Hon Ken Travers: That does not include Hon Nigel Hallett! 

Hon MARK LEWIS: It does not! When I get to the wheatbelt, I will be able to bring him in! 

We have Mr Chen, Mr Ma, Mr Wu and Mr Cheung. This morning, CBRE Group was on the phone to me saying 
that it would like to be involved in a large agricultural project based on solar power. There is only one group of 
people who I think could actually do that, and that would be the Chinese. Do not knock it. By the way, it is 
leasehold land so they cannot take it away. We also have our own billionaires investing—Packer, Rinehart, 
Stokes and Forrest. There are at least eight billionaires playing in this space. Guess what? All of those 
Chinese billionaires still come through the trade offices. Speaking of government-to-government relationships, 
the other day the President and I had lunch here with two of those billionaires.  

Again, they still come through those trade offices. Those guys have the money to change the game and the way 
we work our production systems. They are the ones who will make us take the next step towards changing 
agriculture in the north. I commend the motion before the house and I thank Hon Nigel Hallett for bringing it in 
because it is a game changer. 

HON KATE DOUST (South Metropolitan — Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [12.20 pm]: I have listened 
with interest to this debate. This is the third time that we have had this debate in the last 18 months and I thought I 
could just read in the speech I gave this time last year, but I know I am not allowed to do that. I thank 
Hon Nigel Hallett for raising the matter. Trade offices are always a very important issue and something that this 
state could do a lot better on. In terms of the first part of the motion, I will not commend the state government or the 
Premier because, quite frankly, he was caught out. If it had not been leaked to the media, that office would have 
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been shut down. I acknowledge the work that the backbenchers of the Liberal Party have done to put pressure on 
the Premier, but if that leak had not occurred the office would have been shut down. Even then, it still took a 
lengthy period before they could make a permanent new appointment to that particular trade office. I acknowledge 
some of the comments made. Hon Rick Mazza referred to how we engage with our trading partners, and, yes, we 
need to be smarter and more appreciative of the cultural differences in how we engage. In the past there has been a 
tendency on our part to just barrel in and think that everyone does their business in the same way that we do.  

We need to address the issues around language. By learning a language a person learns to appreciate the culture, the 
way of engaging and all the aspects and elements of another country’s lifestyle and method of operation. What has 
happened here, which will not help us into the future, is a decline in the capacity of people in this state to learn 
Asian languages. We need to step up on that if we want to be successful and engage with our trading partners—that 
is a real gap. The Premier recently commented at an event that we do not need to worry about students learning 
Asian languages in Western Australia because everybody speaks English. We know that that is not the case and that 
is a real worry. In my own electorate there has been a significant decline in the number of schools able to offer not 
just one Asian language but a variety of languages, be they Indonesian or Mandarin—I think I have one school that 
offers Hindi at the moment. The numbers are not there and because of cutbacks it is really difficult for schools to 
provide teachers. That is one issue on which we need to focus. 

I also acknowledge that the Premier finally visited Indonesia after almost seven years. It is disappointing that it 
took him so long to finally wake up to how significant Indonesia is; it should have been one of the first countries 
he visited. It is only three hours off our northern coast and our nearest neighbour. It is one of the massive growth 
areas in world economy and it is a diverse economy in terms of product. Traditionally, our focus has been 
primarily on agriculture. I think I have said in the past, having engaged with one of the trade offices that were 
there, that they go around to the same places all the time. We need to review how these trade offices conduct 
themselves: their effectiveness, their outcomes, their key performance indicators and how they engage with 
broadening out of their comfort zone, if you like, because it can be very easy to get caught up in going around to 
the same places. 

Hon Mark Lewis talked about small businesses in this state. I have had a bit to do with small business as part of 
a portfolio and I always talked to them about how they get in touch with the trade office and if they know what is 
available to them. It would be an absolutely rare occasion for a small business to say to me, “Yes, we know 
where they are, what they do and how to engage with them.” At a state level we need an open-door policy on 
how to engage with small business. On Monday morning a large industry group talked to me about how it has 
a number of small businesses operating in its area with an excellent product, but that they do not know how to 
get involved in trade. Those businesses have identified China and a couple of other countries as being potentially 
great markets for them but they do not know how to get their foot in the door. I asked the industry group 
members if they knew about the trade office but they knew nothing about it—this is coming from a major 
industry group. I thought to myself that somebody is not doing their job. 

I agree with the idea of locating all the trade offices in one area. The fact that they have been split into two areas 
and nobody has been able to provide an appropriate explanation of why that is a good idea, means that they 
should be in one location but not necessarily with the Premier. Everyone always thinks that for an office to 
achieve a good outcome it should be in the Premier’s office, but sadly the Premier is usually too busy to focus on 
these things. I am not saying that about this Premier in particular, but Premiers in general. If the office location is 
changed, it should be given to a dedicated minister to work through that whole-of-government approach. 

I listened very carefully today to the responses and the discussion coming from the other side. I thought about 
how this is our third time on this debate and how I am now starting to hear the things that we have been talking 
about coming back to us from the other side. I thought that it was really good that government members must 
have all read a discussion paper put out by the Labor Party about Asian engagement predominantly around trade 
because many of the things that they talked about are found in our strategy. I was really pleased to see that 
government members must have been focused on it and acknowledged that this is not just about product. This 
discussion paper was put out by Peter Tinley, who is our shadow minister for trade, and will be taken to the 
election. 

Hon Helen Morton: He only recently got that role. 

Hon KATE DOUST: That is right. He is so good that he has pumped this paper out. I am just going to go 
through this because I am sure that the members of the Liberal Party backbench would be very interested in 
some of the proposals. 

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order, members! Hon Kate Doust has the call. 
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Hon KATE DOUST: I am sure that Hon Nigel Hallett, Hon Brian Ellis and others would be very interested in 
the recommendations that we are making that would enhance the functions of those trade offices and go beyond 
just agriculture in terms of what we put out into market. We are talking about creating a regional business portal 
to support small business and medium-sized enterprises and developing those formal networks to link businesses 
with people and resources. We are talking about establishing a design sector panel with the 
Government Architect as the chair because, again, this is about going beyond what we do now and looking at 
different things. We have talked about this in terms of our local content capacity and finding new ways to engage 
and set up new businesses and opportunities for our state. We are looking at promoting subsidised Asian 
language training to public servants and we are also considering a small allowance to those who achieve 
a recognised standard. We would like to help establish a dedicated centre for Asian engagement by competitive 
tender at a Western Australian university and commit the Premier and relevant ministers to visiting at least one 
Asian country every year in accordance with target priorities of the Asian engagement strategy. We would 
require every government department to develop a supporting Asian engagement plan and we would host an 
annual Asian dialogue concurrently with the trade investment show and an Asian arts festival. We would fund 
journalist exchanges between Australia and Asian nations, which would be part of the process of making sure 
that the state understands the benefits of building those relationships and develops a better understanding of the 
cultural aspects of those types of relationships. 

Hon Michael Mischin: Would the public pay for journalists to go overseas? 

Hon KATE DOUST: Why not? We pay for cyclists to go to Kobe. The Premier paid out $10 000 for 
two cyclists to go for a bike ride in Japan, so why would the government not do that if it is going to enhance our 
business relationship? The government sends business people off on trade delegations, so why would it not send 
off a journalist who can then write up the story and promote our state? We have to think outside the square 
sometimes, Attorney General. 

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order, members! If you want to make a contribution to the debate, seek the call. 

Hon KATE DOUST: Thank you, Madam Deputy President. We would fund leading arts companies so that we 
can have that exchange in the area of art and music and those other types of events, and we would also look to 
expand the Singapore WA Music Exchange program. Those are just some ideas that the Labor Party has come 
up with that we think would be attractive to our business sector and also to those communities that we want to 
engage with around the world for trade and work opportunities. There are some other recommendations in this 
paper that have been very well thought out. One of them deals with having a minister for Asian engagement, 
having a whole-of-government Asian engagement strategy and looking at government-to-government Asian 
relationships and Asian literacy. Those are just a few things that we have put together in a strategy. I encourage 
Hon Nigel Hallett to read it. We would like to do all the things in this strategy. We have a plan for improving our 
trade opportunities. We have not heard that from his government. It is not just about making sure that one office 
stays open; it is about extending our networks. 

HON DARREN WEST (Agricultural) [12.30 pm]: I wanted to make a point in the seconds remaining. It was 
inferred that the Labor Party was against Chinese investment and trade. I remind members opposite that it was 
Gough Whitlam who first went to China and opened up that trade. We are very much in favour of Chinese 
investment and trade. 

Motion lapsed, pursuant to standing orders. 
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